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More than 10 years after its discovery
by K. von Klitzing, G. Dorda and M.
Pepper [1] the quantum Hall effect has re
mained a topic of intense and very fruitful
research for both experimentalists and
theorists. The field is rich in unexpected
discoveries, some of them still un
explained. In this article, we shall first give
a brief overview of the basic facts and
then go on to discuss some of the more
recent findings.
The quantum Hall effect occurs in artifi
cial structures, e.g. silicon field effect tran
sistors or semiconductor heterostructu
res, in which electrons are trapped at the
interface between a large band-gap mate
rial and a smaller band-gap semiconductor
in very thin layers. These electrons form
two-dimensional systems and are essen
tially free to move in a plane parallel to the
interface, while movement in the perpen
dicular direction is virtually impossible.
The Hall effect is observed by placing
such a system in a perpendicular magne
tic field B and then passing a current Ix.
The magnetic field deflects the moving
electrons through the action of the
Lorentz force in a direction perpendicular
to the field and the direction of motion.
This leads to an accumulation of electrons
on one edge of the sample and a deficit of
electrons at the opposite edge, thus crea
ting a voltage difference in the y-direction,
the Hall voltage VH across the sample,
perpendicular to the current flow. The
Hall resistance RHis defined as the ratio
RH= VH//x and is proportional to the ap
plied magnetic field B and inversely pro
portional to the density ns of current car
rying electrons,
Rh = -Blnsec
(1)
where c is the speed of light. The ordinary
resistance Rx defined by the ratio Rx =
V xIIx of the voltage drop Vx along the
direction of the current and the current Ιχ
usually depends only weakly on the ap
plied magnetic field.
By placing such a device in a very large
magnetic field, and by studying it at very
low temperatures, von Klitzing made the
amazing discovery that the Hall voltage
does not increase smoothly with increa

sing magnetic field, but exhibits plateaux
in which the Hall voltage stays constant.
And even more suprisingly, the values of
the inverse of the Hall resistance RH-1 at
these plateaux are quantized in units of
e2/h,
RH-1 = i (e2/h)
(2)
where i is an integer i = 1, 2, 3,... Since
equation (1) is generally valid, this result
implies that the density ns of current car
rying electrons must have a very peculiar
behaviour as a function of the magnetic
field. In the range of the plateaux, simulta
neously, the ordinary, longitudinal resis
tivity σχχ shows pronounced minima, at
which it drops to exponentially small va
lues at low temperature, implying dissipa
tion-free charge transport at zero-tempe
rature (see Fig. 1). The fact that in nonideal, "dirty" semiconductor devices, as
found in modern electronics, an experi
ment could be carried out which would re
veal with unprecedented accuracy the va
lues of the fundamental constants of
electromagnetism and quantum mecha
nics, namely the combination e2/h, came Fig. 1 — Longitudinal pxxand Hall pxyresis
tivities versus the magnetic field B for a
as a surprise.
It was soon recognized that the quanti GaAs-AI0.3Ga0.7As heterostructure sample,
zation of the Hall resistance and, its insen with ns = 1.23 x 1011/cm2, mobility μ =
sitivity to the geometry and detailed struc 90000 cm2/Vs, using a current Ix = 1 A.
ture of the device, had to be a conse The Landau level filling factor is defined by
quence of a fundamental principle. R.B. v = nh/eB. (From [4], with permission.)
Laughlin was the first to realize that gauge
invariance could be used to derive the
quantization of the Hall conductance,
under the condition that an energy gap
exists in the spectrum of extended elec Fractional Quantum Hall Effect
Shortly after the discovery of the
tron states [2, 3]. Dissipation-free tran
sport at zero temperature results for quantized Hall effect, Tsui, Störmer and
values of the Fermi energy in the range of Gossard [4] reported the observation of
the gap between extended states. This additional Hall plateaux at intermediate
also implies a connection between the values, corresponding to fractional values
width of the Hall plateau and the size of of the integer i in equation (2) above,
namely i = 1/3, 2/3, etc. This phenomethe mobility gap.
Table 1 — Energy and length scales for two dimensional electrons in a magnetic field
B (units of tesla). Parameters for GaAs-AIxGa1-xAs heterostructures of effective elec
tron mass m* = 0.07 m0, g = 0.4 and dielectric constant ε = 12.8 are used.
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non is now known as the fractional quan
tum Hall effect (FQHE). In contrast to von
Klitzing who had employed silicon MOS
devices, this group worked with a high
quality GaAs-AlxGa1-xAs heterostructure.
Indeed, the stabilization of the system at
electron densities corresponding to a frac
tionally filled Landau level requires elec
tron interaction effects which can mani
fest themselves only in systems with
sufficiently high electron mobility.
Laughlin's FQHE Theory
As a starting point for discussing
Laughlin's theory of the FQHE effect, it is
useful to recall the relevant distance and
energy scales for the two-dimensional
electron system in a perpendicular magne
tic field B. Table 1 lists typical values for
electrons trapped at the interface in a
GaAs-AIxGa1-xAs heterostructure. On the
basis of these energy scales, it becomes
clear that for sufficiently large magnetic
fields, the effects of Landau level mixing
due to the Coulomb interaction will be
come less important, and that systems
will be spin polarized.
In a seminal paper, Laughlin [5] propo
sed a trial state to describe the electron
system at filling fraction v = 1/m,

This so-called Laughlin-Jastrow (L-J)
wavefunction may be regarded as a Jastrow function built entirely from states of
the lowest Landau level, which in the sym
metric gauge are polynomials in z =x +iy
times the Gaussian exp
. The
wavefunction is unique up to its exponent
m, which must be an odd integer to
satisfy the Pauli principle. The probability
density is identical with that of the
two-dimensional one component plasma
at a suitably chosen coupling strength
and represents a circular drop of fluid
for not too large m <70. Its density is
fixed by the positive background term
(Gaussian part of the wave function) at ns
, from which the filling frac
tion v = 1/m follows. For m = v = 1, the
Laughlin state coincides with the state of
a filled Landau level.
The remarkable property of this state
lies in the fact that while quite generally a
state at filling fraction v < 1 is construc
ted from O(N/v) states and has 0(N/ν)
zeros, these zeros are actually all located
at positions of electrons so large contri
butions to the Coulomb energy at short
separation are suppressed. Indeed, for m
= 3, v = 1/3, this wavefunction leads to
a pair correlation function which vanishes
as the 6th power of the pair separation,
while for any v > 1/3 it must vanish as the
square of separation [6]. Trial states with
one more(less) zero in each electron coor
dinate were also constructed by Laughlin.
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perpendicular to the interface and correc
tions due to Landau level mixing essen
tially eliminates the discrepancy, for suffi
ciently large magnetic fields. For small
magnetic fields, there appears to be a
threshold field below which no gap is
observed: it may well result from the
effects of impurities.
Higher Order Fractional States
With the development of improved
samples of very high mobility, due in parti
Fig. 2 —Low-lying states at N = 6, 2S =75 cular to the technique of modulation
(v = M3) as the "hard core" pseudopoten doping in which the donor ions are separa
tial component V, is varied, where 2S is ted from the 2d electron system, more
the number of flux quanta h/e. The other Vm Hall plateaus appeared at filling fractions,
take their Coulomb values. V3 and the e.g., v = 2/5, 3/7, 2/7, etc.. These clearly
Coulomb value (C) of V1are indicated. An could not be explained on the basis of
gular momentum quantum numbers L are Laughlin's wavefunction alone. A hierar
indicated. Also shown is the projection of chical theory was conceived by Halperin
the Laughlin-Jastrow (L-J) state on the [9] and by Haldane [6]. Their theories
ground state. (From [7], with permission.) are based on the idea that the fractio
nally charged excitations (quasiparticles),
They are obtained from by multiplication which are present in the Laughlin state if
with Πzί or by differentiating its poly the electron density deviates from its pre
nomial part by П
Again by the cise value at, e.g. v = 1/3, could themsel
plasma argument, Laughlin was able to ves condense into an incompressible fluid,
show that these states exhibit at the ori similar to that formed by the electrons in
gin missing or excess charge ± e/m, and the Laughlin state. This would occur at
thus represent fractionally charged excita particular densities of the quasiparticles.
tions. Both these charged quasiparticles In this connection, Halperin [9] realized
require a finite creation energy ε+ and ε- that a natural description of these quasiand lead to a gap Eg= ε+ + ε_ in the particles required the introduction of
excitation spectrum. The system in the fractional statistics, the quasiparticles in
Laughlin state has thus the characteristics the quantum Hall system behaving as
of an incompressible fluid. Provided that "anyons". As a consequence, allowed
the Laughlin state is very close to the relative angular momenta have fractional
actual ground state of the system, the values, L = 2k + 1/m, for pairs of quasiconditions for the occurrence of a quan holes or quasielectrons, respectively.
Both these hierarchical theories predict
tized Hall plateau at v = 1/m are therefore
the occurence, in principle, of fractional
met.
plateaux for all rational filling fractions
0 < v < 1 with an odd denominator.
Experimental Verification
A very convincing test of Laughlin's trial Indeed, treating the quasiparticles as
state was performed by Haldane and point charges, and making a crude ap
Rezayi [7] who studied the exact ground proximation for their interaction energy,
state at v = 1/3 for varying interaction. Halperin obtained a ground state energy
Note that within a Landau level, any pair which, as a function of filling fraction, is
interaction is fully specified by its expecta everywhere continuous, but nowhere
tion values VL in two-electron states of differentiable [9]. Naturally, at very low
given relative angular momentum L. Fig. 2 electron (or quasiparticle) densities the
shows the results obtained by varying V1' classical Wigner crystal (of electrons or
keeping all other VL at their Coulomb quasiparticles) must be expected to have
values. Note the large overlap between a lower energy than the Laughlin state : for
the exact ground state and the Laughlin corresponding densities, no quantum Hall
state for V1 > 0.4 and its rapid decrease plateau will occur.
The hierarchical theory makes precise
to zero below 0.4, while at the same time
the gap between the ground state and the predictions for the quantum numbers of
the ground and excited states in finite sys
first excited state disappears.
An experimental test was carried out by tems. These have been verified in finite
Willett et al. [8], in a study of the gap in a system studies by Haldane and Rezayi [7]
very high-mobility heterostructure, who and by d'Ambrumenil and myself [10].
However, the hierarchy seems to predict
measured the activation energy of the lon
gitudinal resistivity ρχχ = exp(-Eg/2T) at the existence of FQH states which do not
v = 1/3, 2/3, 4/3, and 5/3. Their conclu occur in experiments. While, experimen
sion: the experimental gaps are of the tally, the most stable fractional states
order a factor of 2 smaller than theoretical occur along the sequence v = 2/5, 3/7,
results based on the pure Coulomb inter 4/9, ..., n/(2n+ 1), this does not seem to
action. Taking into account the finite follow naturally from the hierarchical
width of the wavefunction in the direction scheme and needs clarification. In colla-

boration with Pierre Béran, the author has
undertaken an investigation of the quasiparticle interaction: it is found to differ
strongly fromthe Coulomb interaction of
point particles, inparticular at short sepa
ration. As a result, the stability of quasi
particle Laughlin states which lead tov =
2/5, 3/7, 4/9 is strongly enhanced, while
other daughter states of v = 1/3, e.g. v =
4/11, corresponding to lower density of
quasiparticles are destabilized and gap
less [11].
Fractionally Charged Excitations
Acomprehensive experiment by Clark
et al. [12] has investigatedthe longitudinal
resistivity ρχχof different fractional quan
tum Hall states at filling fractions v =
p/q, with q = 3, 5, 7and 9. The authors
analyzed the temperature T dependence
of pxx in the middle of a Hall plateau.
Fitting the data to a single exponential
Ρχχ(β) = Pcxxexp(-Δ/Τ)
the prefactor pcxxwhich results from ex
trapolationto T = , could be usedto de
termine anextrapolated value of the longi
tudinal conductivity
бcxx = Pcxx/{(pcxx) 2+ Pxy2}·
Using for pxyits value at the plateau, pxy
= hle2v, they found that all their experi
mental results could be fitted to the rela
tion,
σcχχ =c'(e/q)2/h
interms of the fractional charge e*=e/q,
and witha uniqueconstant c', foundtobe
close to unity. These results may indicate
that quasiparticle excitations do indeed
havefractional charge elq, determined so
lely by the denominator, consistent with
Laughlin's theory and with its extensions
by Haldane [6] and by Halperin [9].
The Role of Spin
We have assumed so far that all the
fractional quantum Hall states are fully
polarized. Infact, the small magnitude of
the Zeeman energy, see Table 1, was poin
ted out by Halperin in 1983. He proposed
trial wavefunctions of the Laughlin type
for systems inwhich both spins are popu
lated. At v = 2/5, a very natural wavefunction can be constructed, byallocating
inequation (3) two different exponents m
for pairs of electrons with like spin and n
for pairs with unlike spin, yielding a filling
fraction v = 2/(m+n) where symmetry
requires modd and n even. Eisenstein et
al. [13] recently observed a phase tran
sition between an unpolarized state for
small magnetic fields to a polarized state
at largemagneticfieldsforv = 8/5, which
is the particle-hole conjugate of v = 2/5,
as suggested byHalperin. This phasetran
sition, driven by the Zeeman energy by
addition of an in-plane component of the
magnetic fieldwhichdoes not change the
filling factor, is accompanied by a gap
which varies in an anomalous way with
applied field. Other examples at various
fillingfractions have been investigated by
Clark et al. [14].

Even Denominator FQHState
A fractional quantum Hall state at a
Landau level filling fraction v = 5 /2 has
been detected recently [15]. It is the first
even denominator fraction for which not
only minima inthe longitudinal resistivity
pxx but also a plateau at a Hall conduc
tance бxy = ve2/h has been observed.
The experiment was carried out with an
extremely high electron mobility sample.
Further experimental studies bythe same
group [15] have shown that the state
disappears rather suddenly if the magne
tic field is tilted away from the direction
perpendicular to the semiconductor inter
face, by adding a field component B1
parallel to the interface and keeping the
perpendicular component B0 constant.
This tilting allows the Zeeman splitting to
increase without affecting the filling frac
tion v. The sudden disappearance of the
Hall plateau for increasing B1 has been
taken as evidence that a small Zeeman
splitting is crucial for this state, which
thus appears as though it is either unpo
larized or maybe only slightly polarized.
An elegant suggestion for a possible
trial wavefunction for this even denomi
nator FQH state has been proposed by
Haldane and Rezayi [16] in which elec
trons with opposite spin are grouped into
tightly bound pairs. In the same way as
the Laughlin wave function at 1/mis the
exact ground state for a type of hard-core
repulsive interaction, the even denomina
tor state isthe exact groundstate for asui
table model interaction which favours
unpolarizedover fullypolarizedstates, and
which has zero energy in pair states with
zero relative angular momentum, thereby
favouringtight pairing. However, this state
appears not to bethe ground state, even if
the interaction matrix elements for the
n = 1 Landau level are employed. Other
models for the even denominator FQH
state have been proposed and discussed
and it would seem, in general, as though
its structure has not yet been clarified.
Further Topics
Space precludes a detailed account of
further interesting topics so I shall only
attempt to enumerate a few of the most
recent developments. Theyinvolveexperi
mental measurement techniques, notably
optical detection methods [17], which
complement transport measurements [3,
18] that are mainly sensitive to edge cur
rents, and the investigation of sound pro
pagation, which has recently given evi
dencefor interestinganomalies at v = 1/2
[19]. Finally, I should like to mention the
evidence for the formation of an electron
(Wigner) solid inthe vicinity of the quan
tumHall plateau at v = 1/5[20], andwork
on transitions between Hall plateaux for
different v where critical behaviour is
found as T —OK.
Concerning recent theoretical develop
ments, work [21] concerned withthe iden

tification of an order parameter and lea
ding to Ginzburg-Landau type theories of
the FQHEmust be noted.
Conclusions
Observing the two-dimensional elec
tron system in a high magnetic field has
ledto manyfascinating discoveries. Some
absolutely unexpected effects have been
encountered, some of which, e.g. the even
denominator fractional quantumHall state
at a Landau level filling fraction v = 5/2,
call forfurther analysis. Indeed, morethan
10years after its discovery, the quantum
Hall effect remains full of new surprises.
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